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Jambo and Welcome to
Pongo Safaris & Tours

For years, we have been Safari sanguine and always have been

on a go. Go as nature lover, adventurer or conservator, we have

gone through most of the touring destinations - the parks,
game reserves, mountains, historical sites, Islands and beaches
of Tanzania and have become the tourism connoisseurs in the
industry.

Through combined experiences we chose to concentrate our

services on a less visited spot within the great wilderness areas of Tanzania – The Southern Circuit. Our Safaris

are personalised and itineraries carefully mapped to bring you into close encounters with the wildlife, so as to
provide you with an absolute exciting adventurous Safari that will expose you into unique wilderness experiences
with maximum solitude, in the luxuries befitting a “True African Safari”.

As our most valued guest, myself or my colleagues, Hans Warburg or Lota Melamari will personally meet you

and our team of experienced personnel will be at your service to ensure you have an enjoyable and memorable
Safari - a Safari of your lifetime!

“Dare the adventure! . . . Follow our Footpath into the Wilderness”

Enjoy your Safari with us.

Scholastica Bena Ponera
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Company Proﬁle
Pongo Safaris Your footpath into Tanzania
“Dare the adventure! . . . Follow our Footpath into
the Wilderness”
We are well established tour operating company
working from an impressive selection of time tested
itineraries and mapping our routes to quench your
thirst for a memorable Safari. Our headquarters
are in Dar es Salaam - the main hub to Tanzania’s
touring destinations.
We provide affordable, exclusively exciting Safaris
using our modern fleet of well-equipped 4x4 vehicles
which have been well chosen and fitted to provide
the best possible comfort while withstanding
the rigorous demand of the Tanzania landscape,
without compromising on quality and standards.
Our Staff are experienced and driver-guides friendly
and skilled with in-depth knowledge of the local
customs and wilderness behaviour. Your safety and
comfort are our priority; so, our management is on
24-hour stand-by.

www.pongosafaris.com
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Our Services
SOUTHERN CIRCUIT | Home to “True African Safari . . .!”

Most visitors will fly in via Dar es Salaam, Tanzania’s
main hub and headquarters of Pongo Safaris, and
from here, visitors will drive through beautiful
scenic roads into the Southern Parks.
Pongo Safaris carefully chose to focus to these
parks because of their remote untouched swathes
of game filled wilderness with an exclusivity borne
isolated access that offer complete solitude to the
visitors. Less frequented than the North, providing a
sense of African Adventure unsurpassed anywhere
on the continent; and have earned a reputation
amongst connoisseurs as the “best kept secret” on
the African Safari Circuit.
The Southern Circuit Parks add to a much more
personal interaction with nature. Each Park carries
its own unique feature making it “special” in its own
way.
The real home to a “True African Safari . . .!”
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THE SELOUS | Nature’s Kingdom
The Selous Game Reserve is the largest in Africa, an uninhabited
area the size of Switzerland. If visitors are looking for elephants,
this is the place to find them; there is a large population of these
giant mammals. Other species commonly seen are lions, wild
dogs, buffaloes, bushbucks, impalas, elands, baboons, zebras and
greater kudus. The Rufiji River system, the greatest in East Africa,
flows through the reserve and is home to countless hippos and
crocodiles. Walking Safaris, Boat Safaris and Game Drives are
organized. Fishing is allowed in the rivers of the
Kilombero Game Controlled area to the west of
the reserve; and visitors can have cultural tours
in the surrounding villages. Selous has prolific
birdlife and boasts more than 400 bird species.

www.pongosafaris.com
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MIKUMI | Most Accessible

Mikumi National Park is located 300 kms South-West of Dar es
Salaam. Dominated by river flood plains with ridges, swamps
and open grassland. Mikumi has a number of Borasus Palms
and miombo woodlands, with the Major Road crossing to the
Southern of Tanzania, making it easily accessible.
Wildlife including large herds of buffalo and elephant wander in
the river plains. Many Wildebeests, warthogs and jackals make
the plains their home. Black-and-white Columbus monkeys
inhabit the trees in the south of the park, while crocodile and
hippo make use of the waters. The park has many species of birds,
some of which are Eurasian migrants commonly seen between
October and April.

UDZUNGWA MOUNTAINS | Forest Wonderland

A forest wonderland located 65kms West of Mikumi. The major
attractions include its biodiversity of unique rainforest that
harbours many rare plant species found nowhere else in the
world, from tiny African violets to giant trees 30 metres and
more.
Udzungwa is home to six types of primates including endemic
and endangered Sanje Crested Mangabay and Iringa Red
Colubus Monkeys. It also boasts of rare forest birds, some found
only at this area of Tanzania and a variety of insects. Udzungwa
has a number of beautiful waterfalls. It is perfect park for
trekking, research or relaxation. A swim in one of the waterfall’s
natural pools is most rewarding and very refreshing.
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RUAHA | Splendid Isolation

Ruaha was recently expanded to become the largest National
Park in East Africa. Its name derived from the Great Ruaha River,
which flows along its entire eastern border creating spectacular
gorges and scenery with a number of Hippos, crocodile, turtle
and fish inhabiting the river. Buffalo, waterbuck, reedbuck and
zebra are common so are their predetors, the lion, leopard,
cheetah, hyena and the African hunting dog.
Ruaha is known to host a concentration of lesser and greater
kudus, eland, roan antelope, Grant’s gazelle and the tiny dik-dik.
Birdlife is prolific with more than 370 species.

www.pongosafaris.com
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SAADANI | Where Earth meets Heaven

Tanzania’s first Coastal Wildlife Sanctuary. The heady mix
of different ecosystems sets Saadani apart from other
parks. The blue haze Indian Ocean, the Wami River, and
lowland coastal forests all meeting at this one point.
Only 45 kilometres from Bagamoyo Town, Saadani is
home to indigenous species including Liechtensteins
hartebeest, and rare Roosevelt sable. Elephant, buffalo,
lion, leopard, hippo and crocodiles are in plenty. Bottle
nose dolphins are common and so are whales passing
through the Zanzibar Channel. Green turtle breed here.
Saadani village is one of the oldest communities on the
East African coast while Kaole ruins lay nearby.
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ZANZIBAR | Mysterious, Exotic
Think of Zanzibar and images of romantic dhows with curved white sails,
veiled women of mystery, ancient ruins and exotic spices float before your
eyes. Zanzibar is known throughout the world as the jewel of the Indian Ocean
and has romantic, colourful history of seafarers and explorers, of riches and
tragedy, and of the dark stain of Slavery. A melting pot of cultures, Zanzibar
today boasts of one of the unique World-class tourist destinations and perfect
honey moon place. Engine boat safaris to nearby islets of Chumbe Coral Park,
Changuu or Prison Islands; A tour of spice plantations or Jozani Forest, a dhow
Safaris at sunset, just swimming, sunbathing and relaxing at Zanzibar’s white
sandy beaches is very interesting.
MAFIA ISLAND | Marine Life Paradise
The first Marine Park in Tanzania, Mafia Island is only 20 minutes flight from
Dar es Salaam. It is one of the most exciting diving and fishing areas in the
world. Home to some 400 species of fish and five species of turtle. Sports
fishermen flock here for superb catches of barracuda,marlin, sailfish and tuna.
Bird-watching is prolific and very different to the mainland. The tidal flats and
mangroves are always alive with coastal and sea birds and there are many
colorful woodland and forest species. Diving, snorkeling, windsurfing and
laser sailing are most enjoyed.

www.pongosafaris.com
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PS 01: MBWEHA SAFARI
1 Night / 2 Days to Mikumi - With options for extended tour of Zanzibar and / or Mafia Island
Mbweha is a Swahili name for a small cunning Fox like mammal. So Mbweha Safari is a small
adventurous Safari for two days at Mikumi National Park.
PS 02: NYANI SAFARI
2 Nights / 3 Days to Mikumi & Udzungwa - With options for extended tour of Zanzibar and / or Mafia Island
Nyani is a Swahili name for a Baboon, a formidable primate that roams the Tanzanian National Parks
and game reserve; sometime they sneak in farm land or people residencies for a snack of maize cobs or
home grown chickens. The Nyani Safari therefore will take you through
the Mikumi and Udzungwa National Parks for a thinking Safari.
PS 03: PAKA MWITU SAFARI
3 Nights / 4 Days to Selous - With options for extended tour of Zanzibar
and / or Mafia Island
Paka Mwitu is a Swahili name for Wild Cat, Civex. Paka Mwitu is an
excellent hunter of small game and birds, so Paka Mwitu Safari will
take you through the Selous game reserve for a quick snack of game
viewing in this biggest wild place in Africa.
PS O4: SWALA SAFARI

6 Nights / 7 Days to Mikumi and Ruaha
Swala is a Swahili name for an elegant Antelope known as the Impala,
Swalas are always found abundantly within Tanzania game parks,
the Swala safari therefore will take you through Mikumi and Ruaha
National Parks for unlimited adventure and game viewing.
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PS O5: CHUI SAFARI

13 Nights / 14 Days to Mikumi, Ruaha & Zanzibar
Chui is a Swahili name for a Leopard, with his excellent
hunting skills and unforgettable beauty. The Chui is among
the undisputed predator in the Tanzanian wilderness. Join us
for this predatory Safari which will take you through 7 days
Safari to Mikumi and Ruaha, and 7 days in Zanzibar for the
test of your predatory skills.
PS 06: NYUMBU SAFARI

6 Night / 7 Days to Selous & Mikumi
Nyumbu is a Swahili name for a Wildebeest, this formidable grazer live in large groups and can be found
abundantly in Tanzania games parks and game reserve, the Swahili people believe that the Nyumbu was
made from different animal parts; he has the legs of antelopes, a tail of a horse and a head of warthog. Join
us for a Nyumbu Safari that will take you through the Selous Game Reserve and Mikumi National Park so
you can show what you are made off.
PS 07: SIMBA SAFARI

13 Nights/14 Days to Selous, Mikumi & Ruaha
Simba, the king of the jungle, that’s the Swahili name for
the big yellow cat that rules the African wilderness, he is the
Lion; be the king of the jungle and join us for this once in
a lifetime adventure through Mikumi, Ruaha national parks
and Selous game reserve.

www.pongosafaris.com
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PS 08 JAHAZI SAFARI

4 Nights/5 Days to Zanzibar
Jahazi is a Swahili name for a sailing Dhow, locally made and in

constant cruise in the Indian Ocean along the Swahili Coast. Come;
sail with us in this Jahazi safari that will take you to a total relexation
on the shores of exotic Zanzibar for a taste of Swahili culture and
spicy foods.

PS 09 NDOVU SAFARI

20 Nights/21 Days to Selous, Mikumi Ruaha and Zanzibar
Ndovu is a Swahili or Bantu name for the gigantic majestic ruler of the jungle, the Elephant. Are you big and

strong enough like a Ndovu? Then join us for this big and wonderful experience across a wide range of wild
habitats and beauty as big as the wild range that the Ndovu himself roam freely.
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PS 10 CHIMBUKO SAFARI
Full Day Safari to Bagamoyo Historical Town
Chimbuko is a Swahili name for origin or source. In search
for the root of Swahili Civilization Chimbuko Safari will
take us into the ancient historical town of Bagamoyo
which had a vast collection of explorers, early missionaries,
slaves as well traders. The early explorers such as Burton,
Speke, Grant, Livingstone and Stanley passed in this town,
and so were our ancestors who were shipped out into the
world as slaves. Join us in a full day of our ancestral trail,
the source of our cultural heritage.

PS 011 – NYUKI SAFARI
Minimum 3 Nights
Nyuki is a Swahili name for Bees known for making
honey, the sweetest syrup on earth. Nyuki fly
from flower to flower collecting nectar. It is here
today, tomorrow it is gone. Come with us on our
adventurous Nyuki Safari, and experience our
fly camps which are here today, tomorrow they
are gone. We will carefully choose a site in the
interiors of the parks to set up your camp where
you will enjoy the sweetness of serenity of the total
wilderness all to yourself.

www.pongosafaris.com
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ENTRY VISAS
Most visitors require visas
with the exception of
citizens of certain countries
of the Commonwealth. It is
advisable to obtain them in
advance from Embassies as
several airlines insist on them
prior to departure. Visas can
however also be obtained on
arrival at all points of entry.
HEALTH
Vaccinations against
hepatitis A, polio and typhoid
are recommended. It is
essential for visitors to take a
course of anti-malaria tablets
commencing two weeks
before travel.
WHAT TO WEAR
It never gets really cold in
Tanzania so lightweight
clothing is the norm.
On Safari, avoid brightly
coloured clothes as they may
alarm the animals. Browns,
beige and khaki are prefered.
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Boat Safari

Trekking / Walking Safari

Game Drives

Cultural Tourism

www.pongosafaris.com
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Our Contacts

For more information please contact us:

Pongo Safaris & Tours Limited
NIC Life House, 3rd Floor,
Corner of Sokoine Drive / Ohio Street
P.O. Box 2032 Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
Tel: +255 22 2135 728
Mobile: +255 714 354 444
International Calls: +255 754 354 444
Fax: +255 22 2135 726
E-mail: info@pongosafaris.com
Website: www.pongosafaris.com
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